It is shown that gravity can be incorporated into the Standard Model (SM) in a way solving the hierarchy problem. For this, the SM effective action in flat spacetime is adapted to curved spacetime via not only the general covariance but also the gauge invariance. For the latter, gauge field hard masses, induced by loops at the UV scale Λ, are dispelled by construing Λ as the constant value assigned to curvature. This gives way to an unprecedented mechanism for incorporating gravity into the SM in that the hierarchy problem is 
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The standard model of particle physics (SM), spectrally completed as a renormalizable quantum field theory with the discovery of its Higgs boson at the LHC [1] , suffers from a number of problems related to absence of a dark matter candidate [2, 3] , sensitivity to ultraviolet (UV) domain [4] , difficulties in the incorporation of gravity [5] , and various others. Traditionally, unnaturalness due to strong UV sensitivity has been singled out as the foremost problem to be solved. The solutions (supersymmetry, extra dimensions and technicolor paradigms and their variants) generically predict new particles weighing at the Fermi scale, enjoying specific selection rules, and interacting with the SM particles. However, the LHC experiments, having already reached pretty above the Fermi scale, have discovered yet not a single particle, leave aside sets of particles [8, 9] . This aporia, unless obviated by possible discoveries at higher luminosities, seems to summon alternative approaches.
In this regard, attempts have been made to develop some novel mechanisms such as the twin Higgs [10] , cosmological relaxation [11] , Higgs frames [12] , gravitational relaxation [13] , and large copies of the SM spectrum [14] .
The present work chooses not the UV sensitivity but the incorporation of gravity as the foremost problem to be solved. It does so because the way gravity joins the three gauge forces in the SM can facilitate the requisite mechanism needed for rehabilitating the SM in the UV. This conjecture, which was first proposed in [15] and [16] using different methods, rests on the fact that gravity, as the weakest of all forces, inherently pertains to the UV domain and can have the potential to counteract the UV sensitivity of the SM. Indeed, the SM can have its UV boundary at the gravitational scale or at an intermediate one, depending on if there exist low-energy phenomena necessitating intermediate-scale physics beyond the SM.
Sec. II investigates the question of how quantized matter can gravitate. It makes the crucial observation that gravity can be incorporated into the SM by carrying the flat spacetime SM effective action into curved spacetime [15, 16] . (This is in stark contrast to the usual practice in which the SM is first placed in curved geometry and its effective action is formed thereupon.) This novel approach transforms flat spacetime effective field theories with UV scale Λ into curved spacetime effective field theories with metric elasticity Λ. This mechanism, to be henceforth termed as gravitization, well applies to the SM and its known extensions in such a way that the gravitational scale M P l derives from the SM UV boundary Λ M P l if there exists a secluded new physics (NP) sector accompanying the SM. Gravitization distinguishes between the inertial scales (like particle masses which are immune to geometry) and gravital scales (like the UV scale Λ which are indicative of geometry change).
Sec. III gives the SM effective action in flat spacetime in way explicating its naturalness problems. Those problems, the cosmological constant problem arising from the quartic UV sensitivity of the vacuum energy [17] , the big hierarchy problem related to the quadratic UV sensitivity of the Higgs boson mass [4] , and the symmetry breakdown problem [18] caused by the hard UV masses of the gauge bosons, are all gravital in nature.
Sec. IV provides a detailed, systematic study of how gravitization naturalizes the SM. Sec.
IV A proves that the symmetry breakdown problem can be solved if gravity is incorporated by replacing flat metric with a curved metric, and simultaneously, identifying the Λ 2 -masses of gauge bosons with the Ricci curvature of that curved metric [16] . In a sense, the SM effective action is reinterpreted as the constant-curvature, flat-metric cut-view of the SM effective action in curved spacetime. This interpretation, as shown in Sec. IV B, solves the UV-end of the cosmological constant problem [17] by canalizing the quartic UV contributions to vacuum energy into not the cosmological constant but the gravitational constant (as was first realized in [19] ). It solves also the big hierarchy problem [4] by transforming the quadratic UV corrections to Higgs boson mass into Higgs-curvature non-minimal coupling [15, 16] . Sec. IV C shows that M P l can derive from Λ (a la Sakharov [20] ) correctly only if there is a secluded NP sector accompanying the SM [15, 16] .
Sec. IV D shows that the actual UV scale of the SM must lie at the gravitational scale. Sec.
IV E gives a full account of the NP by emphasizing its potential to source non-interacting dark matter [21] (the so-called ebony matter in [15, 16] ) as well as ebony energy and ebony radiation (non-interacting limits of dark energy [22] and dark radiation [23] ). It contrasts gravitization with supersymmetry [24] and extra dimensions [25] in Table I based on their dark components. Sec.
IV E states the eventual naturalized SM setup, and confronts it with supersymmetry [26] and extra dimensions [27] in Table II . It shows that the logarithmic M P l dependencies in the naturalized SM can be reinterpreted within the familiar dimensional regularization scheme [28] . The setup makes it clear that gravitization leaves no ground for anticipating interacting new physics beyond the SM (BSM) at the LHC or higher-energy colliders. It makes it also clear that possible discoveries at higher-luminosity LHC can hardly cause the little hierarchy problem [29] because they must be coupling to the SM feebly enough to escape detection at the present precision.
Sec. V investigates naturalness of the known BSM setups. They are required by various phenomena not describable by the SM. They are the strong CP problem, flavor problem, baryogenesis, inflation, and of course, the neutrino Majorana masses. All phenomena but Majorana masses are traditionally modeled with Higgs-phobic BSM setups. Sec. V A shows case by case that Higgsphobicity is technically natural and radiatively stable. Sec. V B discusses Majorana neutrinos in the usual see-saw setup, which is Higgs-philic, and shows that the Higgs sector is stabilized by lowering Λ to the right-handed neutrino mass scale through an even larger secluded NP sector.
Sec. V C gives the naturalized SM plus BSM setup, including the requisite secluded NP sector [16] .
Sec. VI concludes the work.
II. EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY IN CURVED GEOMETRY OR CURVED GEOMETRY ON EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY?
The SM is the quantum field theory of the strong and electroweak interactions. It does not involve gravity. It must therefore be adapted to curved spacetime to incorporate gravity as the fourth known force. This is not as straightforward as it sounds, however. The reason is that quantized curved spacetime is unavailable and classical curved spacetime is uneasy for quantized fields [5] . (Curved momentum space [6] seems possible if locality is sacrificed [7] .) Even so, classical spacetime still serves the purpose as far as the low-energy effective action is concerned [30] . Then, as the customary approach,
• the SM can be directly carried into curved spacetime and its effective action can be constructed therein.
This means that the SM is valid up to the gravitational scale M P l . Matter loops, deformed by spacetime curvature, lead to linear and higher curvature terms in the SM effective action. The main problem with this approach is that gravity is held classical even for loop momenta as high as the gravitational scale and this, which is physically equivocal due to quantum gravitational effects [40] , obscures the curvature sector of the SM effective action. (There exists of course no such problem in non-curvature sectors, which remain unchanged between the flat and curved geometries.) To remedy the curvature sector, as an alternative approach,
• not the SM action but the SM effective action in flat spacetime can be carried into the classical curved spacetime [15, 16] .
This approach, in contrast to the customary approach above, possesses a number of unprecedented features:
1. Using flat spacetime effective action is precisely what is needed for putting quantized matter in classical curved spacetime, in a consistent way. It is so because, up to residual quantum fluctuations at the IR, effective action is essentially the classical action with quantumcorrected couplings, and thus, it harmoniously accord with the classical curved spacetime [5, 32] . Of such is the SM effective action.
2. Adding curvature by hand, as in the customary approach above, is hampered by incalculability of the added terms since construction of the SM effective action in flat spacetime leaves behind no matter loops to induce any new interactions. This implies that curvature sector must be formed by a different mechanism that involves only the parameters of the flat spacetime SM effective action [16] .
3. Incorporating gravity necessitates generation of M P l along with the formation of curvature sector. But, the SM, meant to hold at the Fermi scale, does, at the tree level, not possess any large scale of M P l size. Indeed, it can possess a large scale as such only at the loop level if loop momenta are cut off at some high UV scale Λ [20] . This scale, which must generate M P l
proportionally upon the incorporation of gravity, is necessarily a gravital scale indicative of geometry change from flat to curved. (Gravital scale is what characterizes the curved phase space in [7] ). It can, of course, not be an inertial scale as masses of particles are insensitive to spacetime geometry. Gravitational nature of Λ ensures that the SM gets completed in the UV by classical gravity [15, 16] .
4. Extending the SM by new particles is necessary. The reason is that it is not possible to keep Λ ≤ M P l without extra degrees of freedom. Indeed, M P l is expected to derive from Λ as
where the loop factors, thanks to those of the new fields, add up close to unity to enable Λ ≤ M P l [15, 16] . Physics details of the new particles are ascertained by the way gravity is incorporated.
5. Presuming that the SM holds good up to the gravital scale Λ does automatically imply that the new fields in (1) do not interact with the SM fields. They form therefore a secluded new physics sector (NP), which is completely decoupled from the SM [16] .
This whole mechanism can be interpreted to realize gravitization of flat spacetime effective field theories (in the spirit of magnetization of a piece of iron). Indeed, all it does is to gravitize flat spacetime effective quantum field theories having UV scale Λ to make them curved spacetime effective field theories having metric elasticity proportional to Λ. Below, gravity will be incorporated into the SM via gravitization (not the customary approach discussed at the top).
III. THE SM EFFECTIVE ACTION AND ITS NATURALNESS PROBLEMS
The SM fields can be split as ψ SM + δψ SM where ψ SM is the slow component having only sub-Fermi frequencies and δψ SM is the fast component having trans-Fermi frequencies as high as Λ. Integrating out δψ SM , the slow fields develop the effective action
in the flat spacetime of metric η µν such that S η, ψ SM , G −1
adds a UV-sized vacuum energy along with a UV-sized Higgs boson mass, and
introduces UV-sized gauge boson masses so that hypercharge, isospin and color are all explicitly broken at the UV.
In the main, S Λ (η) is an effective theory whose all parts, including S 0 Λ (η) and S 1 Λ (η), are finite and physical. There are no UV divergences necessitating regularization. There are instead UV sensitivities varying from sector to sector. Quark and lepton masses, which vary with Λ only logarithmically, stay close to their tree-level values. In view of the Higgs mechanism that generate them, therefore, S 0 Λ (η) and S 1 Λ (η) stand as subversive outliers compared to S η, ψ SM , G −1 F log G F Λ 2 , and give cause to the following problems: Naturalness Problem 1. In S 0 Λ (η), the UV-sized shift δV = aΛ 4 in vacuum energy leads to the cosmological constant problem [17] if gravity is incorporated via the customary approach of Sec. II. Naturalness Problem 2. In S 0 Λ (η) again, the UV-sized shift δm 2 h = −2bΛ 2 in Higgs boson mass gives rise to the big hierarchy problem [4] by lifting the SM towards the UV scale Λ which, according to the gravitization approach, pertains to M P l . Naturalness Problem 3. In S 1 Λ (η), the UV-sized shift δM 2 V = c V Λ 2 in gauge boson masses entails the symmetry breakdown problem [18] at the UV scale.
These problems are, in nature, gravital naturalness problems in that they arise from the UV scale Λ that generates M P l as in (1).
IV. GRAVITIZATION OF THE SM EFFECTIVE ACTION AND ITS NATURALIZATION
This section gives a systematic and in-depth analysis of the SM effective action in regard to its naturalization via gravitization. The end product will be the naturalized SM effective action in curved spacetime in conjunction with a secluded NP sector.
A. Restoring Gauge Invariance
In view of the Problem 3, incorporation of gravity into the SM effective action (2) proceeds in common practice by making the change
where g µν is a putative metric. It is by adding an explicit curvature sector
that g µν is ensured to be a curved metric physically different than η µν . The problem with this new action, as already noted in Sec. II, is that the added parameters M , V , c R , . . . are all incalculable constants. They are incalculable simply because high-frequency quantum fluctuations that can induce them have already been integrated out in forming the flat spacetime effective action S 1 Λ (η). This means that curvature sector must be formed not by hand but by a mechanism based on solely the parameters in S 0 Λ (η) and S 1 Λ (η). This is precisely what gravitization is doing [15, 16] . The goal here is to carry S 1 Λ (η) into curved spacetime in a way evading the problems encountered in (6) . To that end, it proves exemplary to recall first the Stueckelberg mechanism [33] 
which is seen to restore the gauge invariance by promoting S 1 Λ (η) to a scalar field kinetic term. In other words, S 1 Λ (η) arises from a scalar field kinetic term cut-viewed at constant scalar field configuration. But, scalar fields, if not classical, cannot provide a natural UV completion. Thence, in need of a working alternative, it proves effectual to start with the trivial identity [16] 
wherein the same kinetic structure is added to and subtracted from S 1 Λ (η). This identity facilitates a regularization scheme in which S 1 Λ (η) is metamorphosed into a gauge-invariant quantity in curved spacetime by way of the following steps [16] :
by-parts
ηµν ≺gµν
by-parts back
= 0 (13) such that switching from η µν to g µν takes
being the Levi-Civita connection. This derivation withholds surface terms to make no specific assumptions about asymptotics and involves two critical stages:
1. Equation (10) at which the flat metric η µν is taken to a putatively-curved metric g µν . This is the common practice.
2. Equation (11) at which the gauge boson mass-squared is taken to the Ricci curvature of g µν . This is not common practice. This unprecedented assignment ensures curvedness of g µν not by putting curvature by hand as in (6) but by reinterpreting the UV scale in terms of the spacetime curvature.
These two mappings, together with the remaining steps that led to (13) , constitute what was called gravitization in Sec. II. They lead to the following peculiarities [16] :
(a) Notorious S 1 Λ (η), which breaks gauge invariance at the UV, gets carried into curved spacetime to disappear there and then. This solves the Naturalness Problem 3 mentioned in Sec. III.
(b) Curved geometry emerges for a symmetry reason. It is the restoration of gauge invariance that necessitates curved spacetime.
(c) Reading backwards from (13) to (8), it is seen that S 1 Λ (η) can be constructed as constantcurvature (R µν (g) |= Λ 2 g µν ), flat-metric (g µν |= η µν ) cut-views of the null quantity 0 =
Tr {V µν V µν } in curved spacetime.
(d) The cut-view interpretation implies that Λ exists explicitly also in the curved spacetime field theory. This means that not all occurrences of Λ in S Λ (η) are meant to be replaced by the spacetime curvature.
These features will be decisive in naturalizing the SM via incorporation of gravity.
B. Naturalizing the Higgs and Vacuum Sectors
Having done with S 1 Λ (η), it is now time to scrutinize S 0 Λ (η) in view of its transcendental quartic and quadratic UV sensitivities. Its curved spacetime image S 0 Λ (g), to be constructed through the mappings (10) and (11), must, on physical grounds, involve no extra couplings not found in S 0 Λ (η) as no quantum loops are left to induce any new couplings, no curvature-free term as curved geometry must disappear as soon as quantum corrections are removed, namely,
, and no new forces other than gravity as spacetime can attain required elasticity if Λ nears the gravitational scale [20] . These physical constraints give S 0 Λ (g, R) the familiar Einstein-Hilbert shape [16] 
such that 1. The remnant vacuum energy after gravitization gets contributions from the Higgs rest energy by an amount (m 2 H ) 2 log G F Λ 2 , from the electroweak breaking by an amount m 2
from the tree-level action by an incalculable amount V 0 , and from the quark-hadron phase transition by an amount Λ 4 QCD . These physically distinct contributions, bearing at most logarithmic UV sensitivity, measure tantalizingly bigger than the observational value m 4 ν . This is the IR end of the cosmological constant problem. It is yet to be understood.
3. R(g) 2 , R µν (g)R µν (g) and R αµβν (g)R αµβν (g), even when put in ghost-free form, cannot appear in (14) simply because they come with new coefficients not found in S 0 Λ (η). This property makes a case for the Einstein gravity. This unprecedented feature clears away all possible higher-curvature terms that are normally impossible to eliminate by any symmetry argument.
The action (14) is a concrete realization of the gravitization approach proposed in Sec. II. In this form, the SM is free from all three naturalness problems listed in Sec. III, and encodes all four known forces in nature.
C. Generating the Gravitational Constant
The main problem with (14) is that, already at one loop,
is negative for n b = 28 bosonic and n f = 90 fermionic degrees of freedom in the SM. This means that the SM spectrum alone is not sufficient for inducing gravity correctly. It is thus necessary to introduce new fields as was anticipated in (1). The extra fields, which constitute a secluded NP sector, must enable generation of the gravitational constant [15, 16] 
through the loop factor a N P that gathers contributions of all the NP fields as in (1).
D. Specifying the UV Scale of the SM
In general, the UV scale Λ must lie at or below M P l as no field theory can survive in the transPlanckian domain. Its actual value is determined by the UV end of the underlying field theory.
The SM, standard model of the known forces and matter with no new fields weighing beyond the Fermi scale, must hold good up to the UV scale Λ = Λ SM , where
as is incontrovertibly clear. This UV scale is specific to the SM. If the SM is extended by heavy fields (pertaining to neutrino Majorana masses, for instance) then their masses set a new UV scale that can be much lower than Λ SM . Such high-scale extensions of the SM will be analyzed in the next section.
E. Reifying the Secluded NP Enabling the SM UV Scale
The SM UV scale in (17) leads to a N P ≃ 2.1 through (16) . This a N P value translates, at one loop, into the condition [16] n
implying a rather crowded NP sector -a fact that was already anticipated in Sec. II while arguing for gravitization. The salient features below reify the NP:
1. The NP does not need to interact with the SM. This is in complete agreement with the assumption in Sec. III that the NP does not interact with the SM. Indeed, all it has to do is to provide the excess bosonic degrees of freedom needed to generate the fundamental scale of gravity as in (1).
2. The spectral bound in (18) is the only constraint on the NP. It is, otherwise, completely free. It is a generic quantum field theory with no constraints on its gauge structure, particle spectrum, symmetries and the UV sensitivity. It can, therefore, be modeled variously like
gauge theory whose particle spectrum involves gauge fields of G N P plus possible scalars plus possible fermions plus possible singlets. The NP can admit numerous different modelings as there exist no restrictions other than (18).
3. There is one way to seclude the NP from the SM: The NP spectrum must be composed only of the SM-singlet non-Abelian gauge fields X a µ (of a non-Abelian gauge group G N P ) and SM-singlet fermions χ (neutral or charged under G N P ). This must be so because, at the renormalizable level, scalars and Abelian gauge fields in the NP can, respectively, directly couple to the Higgs invariant H † H and the hypercharge field strength tensor. The NP can therefore be described by the action
where i counts the gauge fields X a i µ of different group factors G i ⊂ G, and j runs over different fermion fields χ i . The secluded nature of the NP ensures that X a µ forms dark radiation and χ the dark matter sector. These are pitch-dark ebony fields completely secluded from the SM. It is, of course, possible that G N P confines to form glueballs of X a µ and hadrons of χ. The NP then becomes essentially a secluded techicolor theory with a general gauge structure.
The secluded nature of the NP is what distinguishes gravitization from supersymmetry
(whose NP is superpartners [26] ) and extra dimensions (whose NP is Kaluza-Klein (KK) levels [27] ). These three completions are contrasted in Table I [27] and any other completion) if the NP searches at the LHC end up negative. Needless to say, as shown in Table I , gravitization is immune to this extinctive problem.
The NP can reveal itself only gravitationally. It is thus a natural home for Dark Matter (DM).
Its DM candidate is, however, a pitch-dark Ebony Matter (EM) having only gravitational interactions with the SM [21] (essentially invisible DM [3] 
where primed (unprimed) indices refer to bound (elementary) fields. Table I lists down the DM candidates in gravitization, supersymmetry and extra dimensions (see [35] for a recent review).
The secluded NP sources only dark energy (DE). It forms, however, a pitch-dark Ebony
Energy (EE) having only gravitational interactions with the SM. The gauge fields X a i µ can give cause to a vector EE (essentially invisible vector DE [22] ). This is not the only possibility.
Indeed, the EE can receive contributions also from the vacuum energy and possible mesons.
Its constituents
ensure that, in gravitization, the EE arises as part of the naturalization mechanism not as a field-theoretic construct (like quintessence, k-essence and various other models) extending the vacuum energy [36] . The gauge fields X a i µ can also source Ebony Radiation (essentially invisible dark radiation [23] ). Table I contrasts gravitization with others in regard to their optimal DE sources.
These salient features reify the NP as an integral component of gravitization. It has the flexibility to source both dark energy and dark matter. Moreover, it has the ability to naturalize the SM against both the big (by incorporating gravity) and little (by having a secluded NP) hierarchy problems. (2) and S N P η, ψ N P , G −1
following from (20) . These are, however, already natural in Λ SM and can therefore be carried into curved spacetime simply by replacing the flat metric η µν with the curved metric g µν . There arises [24] and extra dimensions [25] . (23)) Ebony Matter (in Eq. (22)) 
which forms a natural setup involving the SM plus gravity plus a secluded NP sector. The Higgscurvature coupling, set by the loop factor ζ H ∼ 10 −2 , is too weak to have any significance (the This naturalized SM setup attains the usual structure after transforming it into dimensional regularization. Indeed, the logarithmic UV dependencies in the actions S g, ψ SM , G −1
can be reinterpreted as loop integrals in a 4 − ǫ dimensional momentum space of total volume µ 2ǫ ∞ 4−2ǫ . Then, the formal equivalence [28] log
transforms logarithmic actions into the dimensional regularization scheme. Needless to say, ǫ = 1/ log (M P l /µ) is finite but small. Subtractions of 1/ǫ terms (as in MS or MS renormalizations)
wipe out all occurrences of log G F M 2 P l to express both SM and NP in terms of the matching scale µ. Independence of Green functions from µ leads to the renormalization group equations.
Gravitization leaves no naturalness reasons for new particles at the Fermi scale. Indeed, the SM is able to get naturalized with no need to interact with any new particle. There is thus no naturalness reasons to expect any new particles at the LHC. There seems to be no phenomenological reason either. This is supported by the negative WIMP searches. In spite of all these, however, there is no guarantee that the LHC will not come up with a new particle. In that case, the naturalized SM setup in (24) continues to hold except for the inclusion of the LHC fields ψ LHC and except also for the Higgs mass corrections
generated by the loops of ψ LHC having mass m LHC and coupling λ LHC to the Higgs field. These corrections are expected to be mild if not negligible because λ LHC must be small for ψ LHC to have escaped detection so far [8, 9] . In general, for λ LHC 1/ G F m 2 LHC the shift in (26) is unlikely to cause the little hierarchy problem.
The naturalized SM is examined in Table II in a way contrasting gravitization, supersymmetry   and extra dimensions. The table, together with Table I , makes it clear that gravitization incorporates gravity into the SM, implements loop corrections (in dimensional regularization), predicts a secluded sector that can host dark energy and dark matter, agrees with all the existing experimental bounds, and most importantly, solves the big and little hierarchy problems.
V. PHYSICS BEYOND THE SM AND ITS NATURALIZATION
So far, all the focus has been put on the SM. This is because all the experiments, which have long been searching energies around the Fermi scale, have come to confirm the SM. There are, however, certain phenomena which fall outside the experimental reach and which necessitate new physics beyond the SM (BSM). Indeed, chronic challenges like the strong CP problem, flavor problem, neutrino Majorana masses, inflation and baryogenesis require BSM at ultra high scales.
Mechanisms behind them, by construction, fall into two classes: Those that do not cause the little hierarchy problem (Higgs-phobic BSM) and those that do cause (Higgs-philic BSM). These two are detailed below.
A. Higgs-Phobic BSM Majority of the aforementioned phenomena, actually all but the neutrino Majorana masses, are modeled by utilizing heavy SM-singlet scalars. The models are meant to work at high scales in a way without destabilizing the SM Higgs sector. They are, in a sense, separated from the SM.
This separation makes sense provided that it can be attained naturally. In this respect, it is worth noting that basic interactions
commonly exist in all BSM phenomena modelable with scalars Φ BSM . The problem with this setup, as already revealed via (21) in supersymmetry, is that the Higgs boson jumps to the BSM scale due to the mass shift
generated by Φ BSM loops. This large correction, unless suppressed by some natural means, can wash out the scale seperation between the SM and the BSM. They key quantity here is λ HΦ BSM .
This coupling, which exists in any multi-scalar field theory, must be sufficiently small
for the SM and BSM to stay separated. This is what Higgs-phobicity is. It is a technically natural (having small λ HΦ BSM involves no fine-tuning) and radiatively stable (quantum corrections to λ HΦ BSM are proportional to λ HΦ BSM itself) criterion. This means that λ HΦ BSM , once set as in (29) , stays put at that size. In conclusion, the Higgs-phobic models do not cause the little hierarchy problem thanks to (29) and hold good, therefore, way up to the SM UV scale Λ BSM = Λ SM . Their naturalness properties are discussed below.
Strong CP Problem
Strong CP problem, unnatural smallness the QCD vacuum angle θ imposed by the bounds on the neutron electron dipole moment, enjoys a Peccei-Quinn solution [38] . Its KSVZ realization [39] 
involves a scalar field S and a heavy quark Q such that H, S, Q L and Q R possess, respectively, 0, +2, +1 and −1 units of Peccei-Quinn charge. If S develops a vacuum expectation value S = f e i2ϕ/f with f 2 ∝ m 2 S then the action (30) refines to contain a dynamical θ term
after a Peccei-Quinn rotation to the Q quark mass basis. The Goldstone boson ϕ, acquiring the value −θf in instanton background, leads to a solution of the strong CP problem. The axion, defined as a = ϕ + θf , though couples to the SM fields feebly with a strength 1/f , can overclose the Universe unless 10 9 GeV ≤ f ≤ 10 12 GeV [40] . Its tiny coupling ensures that a can be a viable cold DM candidate on top of the EM provided by the secluded NP sector.
The KSVZ setup makes sense only if S and H are sufficiently decoupled. So indeed, the original KSVZ proposal takes λ HS = 0 [39] . This decoupling is necessary for suppressing not only the loop contributions (as in (21) and (28) above) but also the tree-level contributions ( S = 0) to the Higgs boson mass. Thus, in the sense of (29) , the tiny coupling 32) ensures that the KSVZ setup solves the strong CP problem, gives a visible DM candidate in addition to the EM provided by the secluded NP sector, naturally avoids the little hierarchy problem, and obviously, holds good up to the SM UV scale Λ SM ≫ f .
Flavor Problem
Flavor problem, search for the mechanism behind the masses and mixings of quarks and leptons, arrives at a resolution via the breakdown of flavor symmetries. Its Froggat-Nielsen [41] realization
involves a scalar field ̥ coupling to quarks and leptons (F for isospin doublets and f R for isospin singlets). Quark and lepton Yukawa textures are generated by n u ij , n d ij and n ℓ ij once the flavon ̥ 34) which is known from (32) to be a natural and stable criterion. It is with this bound that the flavon dynamics works to generate quark and lepton flavor structures without disrupting the electroweak breaking. It is thus clear that the flavor problem can be resolved by the Froggat-Nielsen setup without giving cause to the little hierarchy problem. Needless to say, the whole setup holds good up to the SM UV scale Λ ̥ = Λ SM , with no restrictions on presumably high flavon scale ̥ .
Baryogenesis
Baryogenesis, mechanism behind the matter-antimatter asymmetry, necessitates breakdown of baryon number symmetry at high energies. Its Affleck-Dine [42] realization
involves a complex scalar B such that baryon number (B → e ib B) and CP (B ↔ B ⋆ ) symmetries are explicitly broken by the complex λ ′ B quartic. Baryogenesis starts with a baryonic condensate B ∝ m B in the early Universe. It is necessary for depositing excess baryon number. But it can destabilize the SM Higgs sector at the tree and the loop levels unless 36) which is a natural criterion as discussed below (29) . The Affleck-Dine setup can, therefore, generate the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry without causing the little hierarchy problem. Obviously, the SM extended with the baryonic scalar B holds good up to Λ SM . The actual value of B depends on if the baryogenesis started during or at the end of inflation.
Inflation
Inflation, exponential expansion of the early Universe leading to flatness and homogeneity, rests on negative-pressure sources like the vacuum energy and low-kinetic scalar fields. The Planck data [43] are known to prefer models
with plateau potentials V (Φ I ) [44] which does not blow up at large Φ I . The inflaton and Higgs scales are hierarchically separated. This separation gets, however, completely washed out at the loop level unless
when Φ I has mass M I . This bound, as discussed below (29), is small yet natural. This means that inflation can be realized naturally without causing the little hierarchy problem. It holds good way up to Λ SM .
B. Higgs-Philic BSM
Certain phenomena, by their nature, can necessitate significant couplings to the Higgs field. It then becomes a true challenge to model them in a natural manner. The neutrino Majorana masses fall into this class. They are detailed below.
Majorana Neutrinos
In naturalizing the SM, neutrinos were ascribed Dirac masses in order to have all fields weighing below the Fermi scale. This is quite possible but Majorana masses are also possible. Experimental precision at present cannot tell which is realized in nature [45] . It is, therefore, necessary to determine if Majorana masses can also have a natural description. Its see-saw setup [46] 
involves the right-handed neutrinos N with masses M N and Yukawa couplings λ ν to the lepton
The three right-handed neutrinos, as heavy (M N ≃ 10 −5 M P l ) Higgs-philic (|λ ν | ∼ O(1)) states, lead to realistic neutrino masses
when integrated out at the tree level. Integrating out them in the loops, on the other hand, leads to the Higgs boson mass shift
whose destabilization of the Higgs sector, due to Higgs-philicity, can be avoided only by putting the UV boundary at the right-handed neutrino masses. Indeed, setting
wipes out all the logarithmic corrections due to right-handed neutrino loops. Obviously, this can happen only if all three right-handed neutrinos are degenerate in mass. There is clearly nothing wrong with this as because flavor structures can stem from λ ν . This strict degeneracy implies that leptogenesis may not be the mechanism behind the baryogenesis.
Gravitization, as follows from (18), can yield the low UV scale in (42) with a crowded NP sector.
Indeed, the UV scale reduces from Λ SM = M P l down to Λ BSM = M N ≈ 10 −5 M P l if the secluded NP sector has
more bosons than fermions. Obviously, the NP pertaining to the BSM is much more crowded than the one pertaining to the SM. Its crowdedness, however, poses no problem as it is completely decoupled from the BSM and serves as a natural home for the EM and the EE, as discussed in
There is a crucial question to be answered: Does the constraint (43) The SM plus BSM, accompanied by a secluded NP sector, is governed by the grand action
such that all the interactions of the BSM fields ψ BSM , with themselves and with the SM fields ψ SM , are put in the action S BSM . Their contact interactions with the curvature, set by the loop factors ζ ψ BSM ∼ 10 −2 , are too weak to be significant (the Einstein and Jordan frames are essentially identical [37] ). This setup is all natural provided that the BSM scalars φ BSM ⊂ ψ BSM couple to the Higgs field in a way respecting the bound (29) . Needless to say, Λ BSM = M N (Λ BSM = Λ SM ) if the neutrinos are Majorana (Dirac).
Basically, all the statements in Sec. IV F about the naturalized SM setup (24) , including the use of dimensional regularization, hold also for the SM+BSM setup (44) . It is worth emphasizing that the gravitization leaves no compelling reason for hypothesizing new particles at the LHC or higher-energy colliders. The BSM physics arises only on empirical or conceptual necessity, and its naturalness is evident in the cases discussed in Sec. V A and V B above.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work has shown that flat spacetime effective field theories with destabilizing UV sensitivities can be gravitized to metamorphose into curved spacetime effective field theories with mere logarithmic UV sensitivities. The UV scale Λ of the flat spacetime field theory generates the fundamental scale of gravity as M P l = c P l Λ, with c P l controlled by a secluded field-theoretic sector.
This mechanism, gravitization, has been shown to lead to a natural setup composed of the Einstein gravity without higher-curvature terms, a secluded NP sector sourcing the ebony matter and dark energy, and the renormalized SM in curved spacetime stabilized against the big hierarchy problem.
The little hierarchy problem is irrelevant and the cosmological constant problem is resolved in the UV end. In contrast to extra dimensions, supersymmetry and various other UV-safe completions of the SM, gravitization does not necessitate any new fields interacting withe the SM, and hence, shows good agreement with the current results from the LHC experiments and dark matter searches.
Gravitization leaves no compelling reason for anticipating new particles at the LHC or higher energy colliders. Nevertheless, there are phenomena, ranging from the strong CP problem to neutrino masses, indicating that the SM needs be extended at high energies. All but neutrino
Majorana masses are modeled with heavy scalar fields whose relevant couplings to the SM Higgs field are generically taken small as a technically natural and radiatively stable constraint. These weak couplings prevent the little hierarchy problem. The see-saw models, on the other side, are naturalized by bringing the UV scale down to the right-handed neutrino masses through a crowded secluded field-theoretic sector.
This work can be furthered in various aspects. First, it is necessary to solve the residual IR part of the cosmological constant problem. The solution, if any, can again be a gravitational one unless some form of new physics pops up near the neutrino mass scale. In this regard, an extension of the gravitization towards the IR could prove effectual. Second, the secluded sector can be modeled in various ways, including the methods of grand unified theories. In such concrete models, a detailed study of the ebony matter, ebony energy and ebony radiation can lead to interesting astrophysics and cosmology. Third, it could be complementary to have a proper understanding of the suppressed couplings between the Higgs and the BSM scalars. Fourth, it is important to determine experimentally if neutrinos are Majorana or Dirac. The two lead to entirely different UV descriptions. Last but not least, gravitization needs be tested against relevant phenomenological, cosmological and astrophysical phenomena.
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